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FLOW CONDITIONS AROUND THE EXIT AND DOWNSTREAM OF CERTAIN STATOR
BLADING WITH VARIOUS TRAILING-EDGETHICKNESSES AND GEOMETRIES
by Herman W. Prust, Jr., and Ronald M. Helon
Lewis Research Center
SUMMARY
An experimental and analytical investigation of the variations in flow conditions
around the exit and downstream of certain curved back stator blading with thick profiles
having round and square trailing edges of different thicknesses was conducted.
Experimental data were obtained in a two-dimensional cascade. Analytical results
were obtained using an ideal-flow method developed at NASA Lewis.
The experimental results showed large variations in flow conditions in the trailing-
edge plane for all the blades tested. These variations persisted for a distance of at
least one-fourth blade pitch downstream of the blading in the direction of flow. Although
slightly different, the large variations in flow conditions existed over the fairly wide
range of fluid velocity levels investigated.
At a distance of approximately one blade pitch from the trailing-edge plane in the
direction of flow, the variations in flow conditions were largely attenuated. In the
trailing-edge plane, the variation in ideal specific kinetic energy, relative to the uniform
ideal specific kinetic energy downstream of the blading was as large as about ±20 per-
cent.
At a distance of about one-fourth of a blade pitch downstream of the blading, the
variation in flow angle was about ±4.5°.
The experimental results show that the static pressure at the blade trailing edge
decreased significantly with increased trailing-edge thickness. This decrease in static
pressure with increased trailing-edge thickness indicates a decrease in blade row effi-
ciency. A decrease in blade row efficiency with increased trailing-edge thickness has
been confirmed quantitatively by other investigations.
A comparison was made between experimentally and analytically determined varia-
tions in kinetic energy and flow angle. The agreement was excellent in many cases and
fair in others. Considering the many possible reasons for differences between the ex-
perimental and analytical results, the agreement shown is perhaps better than might be
expected. Among the reasons for expected differences is the fact that the analytical
results are for an ideal fluid with no losses whereas the experimental results are for a
real fluid with actual losses of the blade row.
INTRODUCTION
In cooled turbines, blading with thick profiles having curved backs are generally re-
quired to provide for internal coolant flow passages. Blade row loss is a function of the
blade shape, including the trailing-edge thickness and trailing-edge geometry. There-
fore, the flow conditions in the trailing-edge area that cause these losses are of interest.
Besides, as reported in references 1 and 2, blade row losses based on pressure-loss
measurements may be in error if the pressure-loss measurements are taken very close
to the trailing edge. The evidence indicates that the error in blade-row loss results
from large flow-angle and static-pressure variations and gradients in the wake region
that cause errors in pressure-loss measurements and energy computations. Confirma-
tion of these variations is therefore of interest.
Further, there are indications that rotor-blade-row losses are increased with in-
creased flow variations at the rotor inlet (ref. 3). If so, it may be desirable to adjust
the stator to rotor distance so that a proper compromise is reached between the loss due
to the end wall and the loss due to flow variations.
For the reason given, an investigation of the flow conditions around the exit and
downstream of certain stator blading with round and square trailing-edges of different
thicknesses was undertaken. The investigation was conducted without coolant flow. The
basic blading used is 10.16 centimeters (4.0 in.) high and has a chord of 5. 74 centi-
meters (2.26 in.), a pitch of 4.14 centimeters (1.63 in.), and a nominal downstream
turning angle of about 67° with axial flow at the inlet.
This investigation is an extension of the work of reference 4, using the same cas-
cade and basic blading. Reference 4 reports the results of an investigation of the effect
of different trailing-edge thicknesses and trailing-edge geometries on the efficiency of
certain stator blading.
For the subject investigation, experimental data were obtained in a two-dimensional
cascade. Flow angle data were obtained from surveys using a calibrated angle probe.
Static pressures were determined both by surveys with a calibrated static-pressure
probe and from an array of end-wall static pressure taps. Analytical data were obtained
using the method of reference 5.
The results of the investigation are reported in terms of variations in flow angle and
isentropic kinetic-energy ratios. (The isentropic kinetic energy ratio AI^
 x/AHj is
the specific isentropic kinetic energy between total conditions at blade row inlet and the
static pressure at any given location in the blade row divided by the specific isentropic
kinetic energy between total conditions at blade row inlet and the uniform static pressure
downstream of the blade row.) Experimental results are reported and compared with
analytical results. In addition, comparisons of variations in isentropic energy ratios
determined from wall-static-pressure-tap measurements and static-pressure-probe
measurements are reported.
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SYMBOLS
AH specific energy difference between total and static conditions, J; Btu/lbm
AHi xz
— ratio of specific isentropic kinetic energy between total conditions at blade
£\ Li-i, m row inlet and static pressure at any location in blade row to specific isen-
tropic kinetic energy between total conditions at blade row inlet and uniform
static pressure downstream of blade row
2 9p absolute pressure, N/m ; Ibf/ft
V velocity, m/sec; ft/sec
y ratio of specific heats
Subscripts:
cr conditions at Mach 1
i isentropic process
m uniform or mixed state downstream of blade row
x any specified location in blade row
0 inlet conditions
Superscript:
' total state
APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE
Cascade
The experimental investigation was conducted in a simple two-dimensional cascade
(fig. 1). The cascade is described in reference 6. For this investigation there were
12 blades installed in the cascade. During the investigation there was flow through all
of the blades. However, to minimize entrance and exit guide wall effects, only the
channels corresponding to the center blades were used for determining the flow condi-
tions.
Blading
The basic blading used in this investigation (fig. 2) is of constant cross section.
The profile and flow path of the blading (fig. 3) are the same as that of the mean section
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of the stator blading described in reference 7. The blading has a thick, curved-back
profile and has a relatively large wedge angle at the trailing edge. The blading is 10.16
centimeters (4.00 in.) high and has a 5. 74-centimeter (2.26-in.) chord and a 4.14-
centimeter (1. 63-in.) pitch. The trailing-edge thickness of the basic blading is 0.178
centimeter (0.070 in.), and the nominal downstream turning angle is about 67°. The
flow angle at the inlet was 0° (see fig. 3).
Blades having round and square trailing-edge geometries and three different
trailing-edge thicknesses were investigated. The trailing-edge thicknesses were 0.013
centimeter (0.005 in.; essentially sharp edged), 0.178 centimeter (0.070 in.), and 0.330
centimeter (0.130 in.).
The round and square trailing-edge bladings were formed by modifying the basic
blading. In order to minimize the effect of differences in the upstream flow path, the
flow path between the suction and pressure surfaces upstream of the trailing edge were
the same for all blading. To achieve this, the suction- and pressure-side curvature and
surface lengths of all bladings were kept the same as the basic blading. The profile
thicknesses of the bladings were then adjusted to provide for the different trailing-edge
thicknesses. Then the pitch of each blade configuration was adjusted to achieve the same
flow path up to the trailing edge as that of the basic blading shown in figure 3 (excluding
the leading-edge radius).
A cross sectional sketch of the profiles and flow paths of the blading with round
trailing edges of different thicknesses installed in the cascade is presented in figure 4.
As shown, three blades were modified. The center blades, which are the tested blades,
have the same adjoining flow path except for leading-edge radii. Also, each tested
(center) blade except the sharp-edged blade was adjacent to a blade of the same profile.
As indicated, the sharp-edged blade was adjacent to blading with a 0.178-centimeter
(0.070-in.) trailing-edge thickness. (This was done to simplify the manufacture and as-
sembly of the sharp-edged blade set.) As will be explained in the section RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION, the downstream flow conditions of the sharp-edged blading were affected by
the adjacent blades with thicker trailing edges.
Instrumentation
The array of 155 wall-static-pressure taps, used for obtaining the flow conditions
downstream of the blading, and the location of the taps relative to the blading is shown
in figure 5. The distance between taps varied from about one-tenth to one-sixteenth of a
blade pitch. As shown, the array covered essentially one blade pitch and extended, on
the average, about 1.4 blade pitches downstream of the blading in the direction of flow.
Mercury tube manometers were used to measure the pressures sensed by these taps.
Exit static pressures and flow angles were also measured downstream of the blading
at two locations using a multipurpose survey probe of the type shown in figure 6. Details
of the probe are described in reference 6. The three sensing elements are for measuring
total pressure, static pressure, and flow angle. The total-pressure element, although
used (as will be discussed later) was not essential to this particular investigation. Cali-
brated strain-gage transducers were used to measure the pressures sensed by the probe
elements.
Test and Calculation Procedure
Atmospheric air was caused to flow through the cascade by use of the laboratory ex-
haust system. With atmospheric inlet conditions to the blading, desired pressure ratios
across the blading for the desired critical velocity ratios ((V/V )j ) were set by ad-
justing an exhaust control valve. The range of critical velocity ratios investigated was
from about 0.5 to 0. 85. At the desired pressure ratio settings, photographs of the ma-
nometer tubes for the array of static-pressure taps were taken. In addition, using the
calibrated probe, surveys of exit flow angle and exit static pressure were made at the
blade mean section for approximately one blade pitch at two locations approximately 1/4
and 3/4 of a blade pitch downstream of the trailing-edge plane in the direction of flow.
Using the angle survey data, experimental values of flow angle reported in the re-
sults were determined from the angle probe calibration data. Using downstream static-
pressure data obtained either from the static-pressure tap array or from surveys with
the static-pressure probe, experimental values of isentropic kinetic energy ratio
(see the SYMBOLS) were computed from the basic relation
i m
AHl.x_
I, m
The isentropic kinetic energy ratio corresponds to the pressure parameter
PO ~ PX/PO ~ Pm ^or incomPressikle flow. The isentropic kinetic energy ratio was used
for this investigation instead of the pressure ratio parameter because the pressure ratio
parameter excludes compressibility effects.
Analytical values of flow angle and isentropic energy ratio reported in the results
were obtained using the computer program described in reference 5.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results concern experimentally and analytically determined variations in flow
conditions in the area around the exit and downstream of certain curved-back stator
blading with thick profiles having round and square trailing edges of different thicknesses.
The experimental data were measured in a two-dimensional cascade. Flow-angle
and exit-static-pressure data were obtained. Results are included for a range of ideal
critical velocity ratios (V/V.J. „ from about 0.5 to 0. 85. Design (V/V-J.
 m for theI*JL iy iii i/r i^ 111
basic b lading is about 0.8.
The results are reported in terms of flow angles and isentropic kinetic energy
ratios (AHj
 x/AHj m). The isentropic kinetic energy ratio is defined as the specific
isentropic kinetic energy between total conditions at blade-row inlet and the static pres-
sure at any given location in the blade row divided by the specific isentropic kinetic en-
ergy between total conditions at blade row inlet and the uniform static pressure down-
stream of the blade row.
Experimental results are presented and discussed first. Then the analytical results
are presented and compared with experimental results.
Experimental Results
The experimentally determined variations in exit-flow conditions are presented in
three parts. First, the effects of fluid flow velocity on exit-flow conditions for b lading
with fixed geometry are presented. Then, the effects on exit-flow conditions of blading
with the same trailing-edge geometry but different trailing-edge thicknesses are com-
pared. And last, the effects due to blading with round and square trailing edges of the
same thickness are presented and compared.
Effect of fluid flow velocity on exit flow conditions for blading with fixed geometry. -
Figure 7 presents contours of isentropic kinetic energy ratios around the exit and down-
stream of blading having a 0.178-centimeter (0.070-in.) thick square trailing edge for
three different mixed-exit critical velocity ratios from 0.485 to 0. 834. The contours of
isentropic energy ratio also represent isobars of static pressure because the inlet condi-
tions were constant. As indicated, the data used for determining these results were ob-
tained from end-wall static-pressure taps.
The results show the isentropic energy ratio to vary from 0.7 to 1.20 in the mea-
surement area. The patterns of energy ratio are similar for the three levels of velocity
ratios, with the amplitude of variations increasing somewhat with increasing velocity
level. The results also show that the energy variations are largely attenuated approxi-
mately one blade pitch downstream of the blading in the general direction of flow.
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In figure 8, isentropic energy ratio variations are presented in a different manner
to more clearly compare differences due to different overall fluid velocity levels through
the stator blading.
Figure 8(a) shows the variation in energy ratio around the suction and pressure sur-
faces of the blading near blade exit and also downstream of the blading in plane A, which
is the plane through the center of the trailing edge at a nominal flow angle of 65° (see
fig. 7). The results in figure 8(a) show that the variations in energy ratio were not
greatly affected by the fluid velocity level through the stator. The amplitudes of energy
ratios in plane A (see fig. 7), beginning about 1/2 of a blade pitch downstream of the
trailing edge increase moderately with increased fluid velocity level. However, the
minimum energy ratios in plane A and the energy ratios at the trailing-edge surface are
about constant for the range of fluid velocity levels investigated. At the maximum fluid
velocity shown, the energy ratios in plane A vary from a minimum of about 0. 8 to a
maximum of about 1.05. Also, the lowest energy ratios occur roughly one-tenth of a
blade pitch downstream of the trailing edge in the direction of flow, and the highest en-
ergy ratios occur about 1/2 to 2/3 of a blade pitch downstream of the trailing edge. Ne-
glecting blade losses, low energy ratios imply low fluid velocities, and high energy
ratios imply high fluid velocities. The variations in energy ratio in plane A will be con-
sidered more fully in the section Analytical Results and Comparison with Experimental
Results.
In figure 8(b), the variation in isentropic energy ratio in the plane of the trailing
edge is presented. The results for this plane show (as did those of fig. 8(a)) that the
maximum amplitude of energy ratio increases moderately with increased critical veloc-
ity ratio, while the minimum amplitude of energy ratio remains essentially constant with
increased velocity level. The gradients and amplitude of energy ratio are quite large.
The maximum value of energy ratio varies from about 1.20 at the highest critical veloc-
ity ratio to about 1.10 at the lowest critical velocity ratio investigated, while the mini-
mum value of energy ratio has a constant value of about 0. 8. These large amplitudes
and gradients in energy ratio in the trailing-edge plane, of course, imply large varia-
tions in velocity and static pressures. These variations, along with large flow-angle
variations, are believed to be largely responsible for the errors in experimentally deter-
mined blade row loss that occur when the total-pressure probe sensing element is too
close to the blade trailing edge and when average exit static pressures are assumed in
the loss calculations (see refs. 1 and 2). These variations may also have a harmful ef-
fect on rotor blade row efficiency if the stator to rotor blade spacing is too small (see
ref. 3).
In figure 9, a comparison of variations in flow angles at three different velocity
ratios for the same blading as shown in figures 7 and 8 is presented. The results were
measured by surveying 1.14 centimeters (0.45 in.) (roughly 1/4 blade pitch) downstream
of the blading in the nominal direction of flow with the angle probe fixed at 65° from axial
at the blade mean section. The results show essentially identical trends in angle varia-
tion. The maximum flow angle variation in this plane was about ±4° and is considered
quite large. The maximum angle difference, due to velocity ratio, is about 1°.
In summary, large variations in energy ratio and flow angle were found to exist in
the trailing-edge plane and for at least 1/4 blade pitch downstream of the trailing edge
in the direction of flow. The same trends in variations occurred for the relatively wide
range of fluid velocities investigated. The maximum variation in amplitude of energy
ratio did increase somewhat with increased fluid velocity level, but the minimum energy
level remained constant with changing fluid velocity level. Similar trends and variations
in flow conditions will be found for the blading with different trailing-edge thicknesses
and trailing-edge geometries to be reported subsequently. However, the trends and
variations will be shown to be somewhat affected by trailing-edge thickness and geome-
try.
It should be noted that the blading investigated was curved back with a relatively
large wedge angle at the trailing-edge (see fig. 3). It would be expected that the varia-
tions in flow conditions reported for this blading would be reduced for blading having
smaller wedge angles or less suction surface curvature downstream of the throat.
Effect of trailing-edge thickness on exit flow conditions for blading with round
trailing edges. - Figure 10 compares contour plots of isentropic energy ratios around
the exit of blading with round trailing edges of different thicknesses. The data shown
was based on wall-static pressure tap measurements at a critical velocity ratio of ap-
proximately 0.85. The results in figure 10 are for trailing-edge thicknesses of 0.013
centimeter (0.005 in.; essentially sharp-edged), 0.178 centimeter (0.070 in.), and
0.330 centimeter (0.130 in.). It will be noted that in figures 10(b) and (c) the results
were extrapolated (dashed portions of the curves) outside the measuring area to include
two blades, but in figure 10(a) the results were not extrapolated outside the measuring
area. The reason for this difference was caused by the following.
As discussed previously in the section APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE and as shown
for the blading of figures 10(b) and (c), each test blade was adjacent to two blades having
the same profile. As a result, for these bladings the measured isobars on the suction
side of the blading matched well with those on the pressure side when displaced one blade
pitch. Thus, it was indicated that the contours of energy ratio for the adjacent blades
were the same as for the tested blade. However, the sharp-edged test blade shown in
figure 10(a) was not adjacent to blades with the same profile, the adjacent blades having
thicker trailing edges. As a result, the measured isobars on the suction side of the test
blade did not quite match those on the pressure side of the adjacent blades when displaced
one blade pitch. This indicated that the adjacent dissimilar blades affected the energy
ratio contours of the test blade to some extent, even though the flow path adjacent to all
tested blading up to the trailing edge were the same for all sets of blading. This dis-
crepancy in the results shown in figure 10(a) was apparently caused by the fact that the
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adjacent blading, as a result of the thicker trailing edges, had different surface pressure
distributions than the test blade. These different pressures were reflected into the flow
path of the test blade. Thus, the results for the sharp-edged blade (fig. 10(a)) must be
considered in error, to some degree, relative to results that would have been obtained
had the adjacent blades been the same as the tested blade.
In general, the results in figure 10 indicate an increase in amplitude and gradient
of isentropic energy ratio with increased trailing-edge thickness, with the variations in
energy ratio being largely attenuated at a distance of about one blade pitch downstream
of the trailing edge plane in the direction of flow. Differences due to trailing-edge thick-
ness are shown more clearly in the following results.
Figure 11 compares the variations in isentropic energy ratio for the blading with
different round trailing-edge thicknesses along the suction and pressure surfaces near
blade exit and in two different planes downstream of the blading.
Figure ll(a) compares the variations around the suction and pressure surfaces of
the blading near blade exit and downstream of the blading in plane A (defined in fig. 10).
These results confirm the general increase in amplitude of variation in isentropic energy
ratio with increased trailing-edge thickness (fig. 10). At the intersection of plane A and
the trailing edge, the increase in energy ratio with increasing trailing-edge thickness
indicates a reduction in static pressure with increased trailing-edge thickness. Reduced
static pressures and increased trailing-edge thickness, of course, imply increased blade
row loss due to increased base drag. This indicated trend of increasing blade loss with
increased trailing-edge thickness is confirmed in reference 4, which reports the trailing-
edge loss quantitatively for these bladings.
Figure ll(b) compares the isentropic energy ratio in the trailing-edge plane (plane
B, fig. 10) for the blading with round trailing edges of different thicknesses. The re-
sults for this plane also indicate some increase in amplitude of energy ratio with in-
creased trailing-edge thickness. The largest difference in amplitude for the blade with
the thickest trailing edge is from a maximum value of 1.20 to a minimum of about 0. 8.
The total variation in energy ratio of about 40 percent is considered large.
Figures 12 and 13 present comparisons of isentropic energy ratios as determined
from wall static-pressure-tap measurements with energy ratios determined by survey
measurements at the blade mean section with a calibrated static-pressure probe. Fig-
ure 12 shows the comparison for the three round trailing-edge bladings of different
thickness for plane C (fig. 10). This plane is 1.14 centimeters (0.45 in.), or roughly
1/4 blade pitch, downstream of the trailing-edge plane in the general direction of flow.
Figure 13 shows the same comparison for two round trailing-edge bladings of different
thicknesses in plane D. This plane is 2.92 centimeters (1.15 in.), or roughly 3/4 blade
pitch, downstream of the trailing edge in the direction of flow. The results in the two
figures show excellent agreement in trends and fair agreement in magnitude. The re-
sults indicate that for most of the cases the average energy level as determined by either
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measurement method is about the same.
Comparing figures 12 and 13 shows that the energy ratio variation attenuates fairly
rapidly in the direction of flow. The change in amplitude of energy ratio in plane C var-
ies from a maximum value of about 1.20 to a minimum of about 0. 75. In plane D, the
change in amplitude of energy ratio is reduced to a maximum value of about 1.05 and a
minimum value of about 0.90. This is a reduction in amplitude variation from about
0.45 to 0.15 in a distance of 1/2 blade pitch in the direction of flow. As previously men-
tioned, the variations in energy ratio are largely attenuated at a distance of approxi-
mately one blade pitch downstream of the blading in the direction of flow.
It was also desired to establish the approximate location of the blading relative to
the maximum and minimum values of energy ratio as determined by the two methods of
measurement. The location of the blading relative to the energy ratios is indicated in
figures 12 and 13 by the wake points. In figures 12 and 13, for the wall tap measure-
ments, the location of the wake peak (the point of maximum total pressure loss in the
wake) was assumed to be at the intersections of planes A and C, and A and D, respec-
tively, as shown in figure 10. For the probe measurements, the location of the wake
point corresponds to the peak value of wake pressure loss relative to the isentropic en-
ergy ratios as determined from simultaneous x-y traces of pressure loss and down-
stream static pressure. The location of the peak of the wake trace relative to the exact
location of the blading is, of course, affected by variations in flow angle between the
trailing-edge plane and the downstream plane in question. The small differences in indi-
cated location of the blading relative to the energy ratios may therefore be due to the
assumption of constant 65° flow angle used in determining the location of the blading for
the pressure-tap results. Also the results for the wall tap data were obtained with the
static pressure probe removed from the flow path; whereas, all the results obtained
from probe data were obtained with the probe in the flow path. Since the probe itself
distorts the flow (ref. 1), the discrepancy in results in figures 12 and 13 may also be
partly due to probe blockage.
In figure 14, a comparison is shown of flow angles, measured at the mean section
for the three bladings with different round trailing-edge thicknesses. The flow angles
are compared in plane C (see fig. 10) in figure 14(a) and in plane D (see fig. 10) in fig-
ure 14(b).
The results in figure 14(a), for plane C, which is roughly 1/4 blade pitch from the
trailing-edge in the direction of the flow, shows an increase in flow angle gradient with
increased trailing-edge thickness. The amplitude of the flow angles for the two bladings
with the thicker trailing edges are about the same and are larger than the amplitude of
the blading with the sharp trailing edge. However, as previously noted, the results for
the sharp-edged blade may have been somewhat affected by the thicker trailing edges of
the adjacent blading.
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In figure 14(b), the angle results for plane D, measured roughly 3/4 of a blade pitch
from the trailing-edge in the direction of flow, indicate that the amplitude and variation
in flow angle for the three bladings are about the same. The amplitude of flow angle
variations for the blading with thicker trailing edges shown in plane C nearer the trailing
edge must therefore attenuate more rapidly than for blading with thinner trailing edges.
Comparing the results in figures 14(a) and (b) shows that all the flow angle varia-
tions attenuate fairly rapidly in the direction of flow. The largest amplitude of flow angle
variation is about ±4.5° in plane C. This change in amplitude of flow angle is considered
fairly large. In plane D, the amplitude of flow angle variations are reduced to less than
about ±2°. Although flow angle measurements were not made further downstream, these
results indicate that the angle variations are largely attenuated, as were the energy ratio
variations, at a distance of about one blade pitch downstream of the trailing edge in the
direction of flow.
References 1 and 2 report that overall blade-row losses based on total-pressure
survey loss measurements which were taken too close to the trailing edge (about 1/10
of a blade pitch or less) may be in error if average values of exit-flow angles and aver-
age values of exit static pressures obtained from end-wall taps are used in computing
the overall loss. The evidence in these references, as well as in the subject report,
indicates that this error is caused by large variations in the amplitude and gradients of
flow angle and static pressure very near the trailing edge. It is believed that these
large variations cannot be defined accurately by the survey probe employed because the
physical dimensions of the probe sensing elements are too large.
Also, as reported in references 1 and 2, it was found that consistent overall blade
row losses could be obtained if the total-pressure loss measurements were made at
greater distances, roughly 1/4 to 1 blade pitch downstream of the blading in the direc-
tion of flow, using average values of flow angles from survey measurements and average
values of static pressures from wall static-pressure tap measurements.
Considering the relatively large variations in static pressures and flow angles indi-
cated in figures 12 to 14, even at these larger distances downstream of the blading, it is
not apparent why close agreement in values of blade row losses can be obtained using
average values of flow angle and static pressure. Therefore, computations were made
of blade row losses based on data at two downstream locations (planes C and D) using
both variable values of flow angle and static pressure (as determined by the multipurpose
survey probe) and also using average values of flow angle and static pressure. The dif-
ference in overall blade row efficiency loss based on variable and constant exit condi-
tions was less than 0.1 of a percent.
The reason for the close agreement in results for the two examples computes is
this: In the loss region (i.e., in the wake of the blading), when using variable exit con-
ditions, the effects of variable flow angle and variable exit static pressure are compen-
sating so that the same loss in kinetic energy is obtained as when using average exit
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conditions. It should be cautioned, however, that, although average downstream condi-
tions (determined as described in ref. 1) could be used to compute correct blade row
losses for this particular stator blading, this method may not apply for all blading. It is
therefore recommended that static-pressure, total-pressure, and flow-angle data for the
computation of blade row losses be determined from survey measurements at least 1/2
blade pitch downstream of the trailing edge in the direction of flow using a calibrated
multipurpose probe and that the blade row loss then be computed by integration of the
varying flow conditions over the blade row passage. This recommendation applies par-
ticularly for blading with large wedge angles at the trailing edge (see fig. 3) or large
trailing-edge thicknesses.
Effect of round and square trailing-edge geometry on exit flow conditions for blading
with traiUng-edge thickness of 0.330 centimeter (0.130 in.). - A comparison of isentropic
energy ratios and flow angles for the round and the square trailing-edge geometry blades
is presented in figures 15 to 17. Figure 15 compares contours of isentropic energy ra-
tios; figure 16 compares isentropic energy ratios in four selected planes; and figure 17
compares the flow angles in two selected planes.
The comparisons for the two blades on the three figures show that the contours and
the trends and amplitudes of the variations in energy ratio and flow angle are generally
the same. Some small differences do exist. With one important exception, these differ-
ences are believed to have no significant effect on the performance of the two blades.
The important exception is the difference in energy ratio at the trailing edge (fig. 16(a)).
Here, the energy ratios between points W and X for the blading with square trailing
edges, although about the same width, are somewhat higher than the energy ratio be-
tween points Y and Z for the blading with round trailing edges. As previously discussed,
a higher energy ratio of the same width at the trailing edge implies a lower pressure
over the same area at the trailing edge, and, consequently, a larger trailing-edge loss.
The larger loss indicated here for the blading with square trailing edges is confirmed
quantitatively in reference 4.
Analytical Results and Comparison with Experimental Results
These results concern certain turbine stator blading with round trailing edges of
three different thicknesses. The thicknesses are 0.013 centimeter (0.005 in.; sharp-
edged), 0.178 centimeter (0.070 in.), and 0.330 centimeter (0.130 in.). The analytical
results were obtained from the program of reference 5, which was written for blading
with sharp and round trailing edges only. The experimental results were obtained as
previously described under APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE. Where comparative per-
formance is shown, the experimental contour plots are the same as those previously
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presented under Experimental Results. Variations in isentropic energy ratio and flow
angle near the exit and downstream of the blading are reported.
Figures 18, which is in three parts, reports and compares analytically and experi-
mentally determined contours of isentropic energy ratio for bladings with the three dif-
ferent trailing-edge thicknesses. It will be noted that many of the comparisons shown
are for nearly the same values of (V/V ). , while other comparisons are at somewhatcr 1^ ui
different values of (V/V )• „.. The largest difference in critical velocity ratio for any
\s X i • HI
comparison is 0. 70 to 0. 85, which is for one case only. However, with figures 7 to 9
for blading of fixed geometry, the trends and amplitudes of flow angle and energy ratio
were about the same over a fairly wide range of fluid velocity levels with the exception
that the maximum amplitude of energy ratio increased moderately with increased fluid
velocity level. It is therefore the opinion of this author that the comparisons between
experimental and analytical results for the same blading are not seriously affected by
these moderate differences in velocity levels.
For figures 18(b) and (c), the analytical contours of energy ratio include some inter-
polation in the trailing-edge region represented by the dashed contours. This is because
the analytical results are based on ideal theoretical flow, which requires that the pres-
sure at the trailing-edge stagnation point be equal to inlet total pressure. To perform
the interpolation, the solid isobars were first plotted and then connected by the dashed
isobars.
The results in figure 18 indicate patterns of energy ratios for the experimental and
analytical results, which are generally similar. However, the analytical contours of
isentropic energy ratio are more closely spaced than the experimental contours, partic-
ularly near the trailing edge. Thus, it is indicated that the analytically determined gra-
dients in isentropic energy ratio are greater than the experimental gradients. This fact
will be shown more clearly on the following figures.
In figure 19, a comparison is presented of experimentally and analytically deter-
mined isentropic energy ratios along the suction and pressure surface of the blading near
the blade exit and also in plane A (see fig. 18) through the center of the trailing edge at a
nominal flow angle of 65° from axial.
As indicated by figure 18, figure 19 shows the analytically determined gradients in
energy ratio to be steeper than the experimentally determined gradients, particularly
near the trailing-edge. The amplitude of the analytical variations are also larger than
the experimental, but the trends of analytical and experimental results are quite similar.
In figure 19, the comparison of experimental with analytical results at the intersec-
tion of plane A with the trailing edge for the three different bladings shows good agree-
ment in the energy ratios for the blading with thin trailing edges (fig. 19(a)), rather poor
agreement for the blading with 0.178-centimeter (0.070-in.) trailing-edge thickness
(fig. 19(b)), and excellent agreement for the blading with 0.330-centimeter (0.130-in.)
trailing-edge thickness (fig. 19(c)).
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The minimum value of energy ratio just downstream at the trailing-edge is less for
the analytical results than for the experimental, with the difference between the minimum
values of analytical and experimental values increasing with increasing trailing-edge
thickness. Several possible reasons exist for these differences. Included among these
are the following. The analytical results are for infinite span blading with unobstructed
downstream flow, so there are no end-wall or side-wall effects. The analytical results
also assume ideal flow with no losses. The analytical results can also be significantly
affected by the value of uniform downstream flow angle assumed as an input value for the
analytical method. However, the fact that the analytical value of energy ratio converge
at the intersection of plane A with the trailing edge (see fig. 19) indicates that the cor-
rect downstream angle was chosen.
On the other hand, the experimental results are for a finite cascade. Therefore,
contrary to the analytical results, any side-wall effects and end-wall effects present are
included in the experimental results as are all effects of losses caused by the flow of a
real fluid.
In figure 20, experimentally and analytically obtained values of isentropic energy
ratio for the bladings with different trailing-thicknesses are compared in the trailing-
edge plane. The trends of experimental and analytical results agree quite well; how-
ever, the amplitudes and gradients of the analytical variations are larger than the ex-
perimental.
Figures 21 and 22 compare experimental and analytical values of isentropic energy
ratio for the bladings with different trailing-edge thicknesses in two planes at different
distances downstream of the trailing edge. (It should be noted that the data used for ob-
taining the experimental results were obtained with the static-pressure survey probe.)
Figure 21 compares the results in plane C (see fig. 18), roughly 1/4 of a blade pitch
downstream of the trailing-edge plane in the direction of flow. And figure 22 compares
the results in plane D, roughly 3/4 of a blade pitch downstream of the trailing-edge in
the direction of flow. The agreement shown between experimental and analytical results
in these two planes is considered to be generally good. The largest disagreement be-
tween experimental and analytical results is for the sharp-edged blading (figs. 21(a) and
22(a)). This larger disagreement for the sharp-edged blading probably occurs because
the experimental results for the blading with sharp-trailing edge were affected by having
adjacent blades with thicker trailing edges.
Figures 21 and 22 also show comparative locations of the blade wakes for the exper-
imental and analytical results. This was done, as previously discussed under Experi-
mental Results, in an effort to locate the position of the blading relative to the maximum
and minimum values of energy ratio. The location of the wake point for the analytical
results may be in error for the same reason that the experimental results determined
from wall static-pressure-tap data may be in error; that is, the wake location was ob-
tained by assuming that the flow angle between the trailing-edge plane and downstream
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planes shown in the figures was a constant 65°, whereas the actual flow angle between
the two planes, which is accounted for in results obtained using the survey probe, is
variable. Also, probe blockage, as well as side-wall and end-wall effects, may have
influenced the experimental results shown in figures 21 and 22.
Figures 23 and 24 compare experimental and analytical values of variations in aver-
age flow angle for the bladings with three different trailing-edge thicknesses. The re-
sults are for the same two downstream planes as shown in figures 21 and 22.
Figures 23 and 24 show that the trends and amplitudes of variations in experimental
and analytical flow angles agree quite well, considering the possible reasons (previously
given) for differences to exist. The largest difference between the experimental and
analytical results is that shown in figure 24(a) for the sharp-edged blade in plane D.
This difference may result from the aforementioned fact that in the experimental inves-
tigation the tested sharp-edged blade had adjacent blading with thicker trailing edges.
The adjacent blading, then, had different surface pressures than the sharp-edged blading.
These different surface pressures were reflected into the flow path of the sharp-edged
test blade, causing the flow conditions, including the flow angles, of the sharp-edged
blade to be affected.
The results of this section may be summarized as follows. Considering the fact
that the analytical results are for an ideal fluid with no losses, whereas the experimen-
tal results are for a real fluid with actual losses, and also considering the other reasons
previously discussed for differences in the results, the agreement between the results is
considered generally fair to excellent.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The results concern experimentally and analytically determined variations in flow
conditions in the area around the exit and downstream of certain curved back stator
blading with thick profiles having round and square trailing edges of different thick-
nesses. The variations in flow conditions are reported in terms of isentropic energy
ratio and flow angle.
The experimental data were obtained in a simple two-dimensional cascade. Analyt-
ical results were obtained by the program of reference 5. The range of average down-
stream fluid velocities investigated varied from an ideal mixed critical velocity ratio
(V/V V _ of about 0.5 to about 0.85.
\* 1 i • ZIX
The results are as follows:
1. Large variations in flow conditions exist in the trailing-edge plane and for a dis-
tance of at least a quarter of a blade pitch downstream of the blading in the direction of
flow for all the blading tested and for all fluid velocities tested. For instance, in the
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plane of the trailing edge, values of isentropic energy ratio varied as much as about
±20 percent across the blade pitch. Flow angles varied as much as about ±4.5° in a
plane parallel to the trailing edge roughly 1/4 of a blade pitch downstream of the trailing
edge in the direction of flow.
2. The flow variations attenuate fairly rapidly in the direction of flow. At a distance
of about one blade pitch downstream of the trailing-edge plane in the direction of flow,
the measured variations in energy ratio were essentially uniform.
3. For blading with the same trailing-edge geometry and critical velocity ratio, the
static pressure at the trailing edge decreases significantly with increasing trailing-edge
thickness, as evidenced by the increase in energy ratio. Decreased static pressure at
the trailing edge implies increasing blade row loss with increasing trailing-edge thick-
ness. The increased loss with trailing-edge thickness is confirmed quantitatively in the
NASA publication TN D-6637.
4. For a particular blading, the same trends of flow variations occurred over the
range of critical velocity ratios investigated. The maximum amplitude of energy ratio
did increase somewhat with increased fluid velocity level, but the minimum value of
energy ratio and the energy ratio at the trailing-edge surface were constant with changing
fluid velocity.
5. For blading with round and square trailing-edge geometry having the same
trailing-edge thickness of 0.330 centimeter (0.130 in.), the amplitude and trends of
variation in energy ratio in the trailing-edge plane were about the same. However, the
average static pressure at the trailing edge was somewhat lower for the square trailing-
edge blade than for the round as implied by the higher energy ratio at the trailing edge
of the square trailing-edge blade. This evidence indicates that the blading with square
trailing edges has more trailing-edge loss than the blading with round trailing edges.
This larger loss for square trailing-edge blading is confirmed quantitatively in the NASA
publication TN D-6637.
6. A comparison was made between experimental and analytical results for three
bladings having round trailing edges of significantly different trailing-edge thicknesses.
The agreement between the results is considered to be fair to excellent considering the
fact that the analytical results are for an ideal fluid with no losses, whereas the experi-
mental results are for a real fluid with actual losses of the blade row.
Lewis Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Cleveland, Ohio, August 2, 1972,
764-74.
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Figure 1. - Stator blade cascade.
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Figure 2. - Basic stator blading.
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x
Figure 3. - Profile and flow path of basic stator blading.
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Figure 5. - Cross-sectional sketch of location of end-wall static-pressure taps relative to
blading.
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Figure 6. - Multipurpose survey probe.
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Figure 7. - Contours of isentropic energy ratios AHj
 x/AHj m 'or "• 178-centimeter (0. 070-in. ) square trailing-edge blade for different critical velocity
ratios. Data measured by wall static-pressure taps.'
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(a) Plane A through center of trailing-edge at nominal angle of 6^ from axial and around trailing-edge surface.
(b) Trailing-edge plane; plane B.
Figure 8. - Comparison of isentropic energy ratios for 0.178-centimeter (0.070-in.) square trailing-edge blade for different critical
velocity ratios in two different planes and around trailing-edge surface.
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Figure 9. - Comparison of experimentally determined flow angles at different
critical velocity ratios. Data for 0.178-centimeter (0.070-in.) square trail-
ing edge, measured 1.14 centimeters (0.45 in.) downstream of blading at
nominal angle of 65° from axial at blade mean section.
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Figure 10. - Contours of isentropic energy ratios iH-^  x/AHi,
 m for Wading with different round trailing-edge thicknesses. Critical velocity ratio, 0.85
(approx.). Data measured by wall static-pressure taps.
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(a) Plane A through center of trailing edge at nominal angle of 65° from axial and around trailing-edge su rface.
Ib) Trailing-edge plane; plane B.
Figure 11. - Comparison of isentropic energy ratios for blading with different round trailing-edge thicknesses in two different planes and around trailing-
edge surface. Critical velocity ratio, 0.85 (approx.).
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(c) Round trailing-edge thickness, 0.330 centimeter (0.130 in.).
Figure 12. - Comparison of isentropic energy ratios using data measured by static-
pressure probe at blade mean section and by end-wall static-pressure taps. Data
measured 1.14 centimeters (0.45 in.) downstream of blading at nominal flow an-
gle of 65° from axial, plane C (fig. 10); critical velocity ratio, 0.85(approx.).
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(a) Round trailing-edgethickness, 0.0127 centimeter (0.005 in.).
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One blade pitch
(b) Round trailing-edge thickness, 0.178 centimeter (0.076 in.).
Figure 13. - Comparison of isentropic energy ratios using data measured by
static-pressure probe at blade mean section and by end-wall static-
pressure taps. Data measured 2.92 centimeters (1.15 in.) downstream of
blading at nominal flow angle of 65° from axial, plane D (fig. 10); critical
velocity ratio, 0.85 (approx.).
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Figure 14. - Comparison of experimentally determined variations in flow angles for bladings with different round trail ing-
edge thickness at two downstream locations. Nominal flow angle, 65° from axial; trailing-edge thickness, 0.178 centi-
meter (0.070 in.).
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(a) Plane A through center of trailing-edge at nominal flow angle of 65° from axial and around trail ing-edge surface.
(b)Trailing-edge plane, plane B.
Figure 16. - Comparison of isentropic energy ratios for blading with same trailing-edge thickness (0.330 cm (0.130 in.)) but different trailing-edge
geometries in four planes and around trailing-edge surface. Data measured by wall static-pressure taps; ideal mixed critical velocity ratio, 0.85
(approx.).
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(c) Measured 1. 14 centimeters (0.45 in. ) downstream of blading at nominal flow
angle of 65° from axial; plane C (fig. 15).
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(d) Measured 2.92 centimeters (1.15 in.) downstream of blading at nominal flow
angle of 65° from axial; plane D (fig. 15).
Figure 16. - Concluded.
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(a) Measured 1. 14 centimeters (0.45 in. ) downstream of blading in average flow direction; plane C (fig. 15);
ideal mixed critical velocity ratio, 0.79 (approx.).
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(b) Measured 2.92 centimeters (L15 in.) downstream of blading in average flow direction; plarie D (fig. 15);
ideal mixed critical velocity ratio, 0.55 (approx.).
Figure 17. - Comparison of experimental flow angle variations in two different planes for blading with
round and square trailing-edge geometries. Trailing-edge thickness, 0.330 centimeters (0.130 in.);
data measured by angle probe at blade mean section.
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Analytical; ideal mixed critical velocity ratio, 0.79 (approx.)
Plane D
^Pressure surface
Experimental; ideal mixed critical velocity ratio, 0.85 (approx.)
(a) Trailing-edge thickness, 0.013centimeter (0.005 in.).
Figure 18. - Comparison of experimental and analytically determined contours of isentropic energy ratios AHj
 x/AHi_ m for three bladings with
different round trailing-edge thicknesses. Experimental data determined by wall static-pressure taps.
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(b) Trailing-edge thickness, 0.178 centimeter (0.070 in;).
Figure 18. - Continued.
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Figure 18. - Concluded.
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(a) Trailing-edge thickness 0.013 centimeter (0.005 in.); ideal mixed
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(b) Trailing-edge thickness, 0.178 centimeter (0.070 in.); ideal mixed critical
velocity ratio, 0.78(approx.(.
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(c) Trailing-edge thickness, 0.330cemtimeter (0.130 in.); ideal mixed critical
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Figure 21. - Comparison of experimentally and analytically determined values of
isentropic energy ratios for three bladings with different round trail ing-edge
thickness in plane 1.14 centimeters (0.45 in.) downstream of blading at nom-
inal flow angle of 65° from axial.
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(a) Trailing-edge thickness, 0.015 centimeter (0.005 in.); experimen-
tal and analytical ideal mixed critical velocity ratio, 0.79.
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(b) Trailing-edge thickness, 0.178 centimeter (0.070 in.); experimental and
analytical ideal mixed critical velocity ratio, 0.78.
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(c) Trailing-edge thickness, 0.330 centimeter (0.130 in.); ideal mixed critical
velocity ratios: experimental, 0.70; analytical, 0.68.
Figure 22. - Comparison of experimentally and analytically determined values of
isentropic energy ratios for three bladings with different round trailing-edge
thicknesses in plane 2.92 centimeters (1.15 in.) downstream of bladjng at nom-
inal flow angle of 65° from axial. (All critical velocity ratios are approximate.)
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(b) Trailing-edge thickness, 0.178centimeter (0.130 in.); experimental and
analytical ideal mixed critical velocity ratio, 0.78.
(c) Trailing-edge thickness, 0.330 centimeter (0.130 in); ideal mixed critical veloc-
ity ratios; experimental, 0.69; analytical, 0.70.
Figure 23. - Comparisons of experimentally and analytically determined variations
in flow angle for three bladings with different round trailing-edge thicknesses in
plane 1.14 centimeters (0.45 in.) downstream of blading at nominal flow angle of
65° from axial; plane C. (All critical velocity ratios are approximate.)
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Figure 24. - Comparison of experimentally and analytically determined variations
in flow angle for three bladings with different round trailing-edge thicknesses
in plane 2.92 centimeters (1.15 in.) downstream of blading at nominal flow angle
of 6^ from axial; plane D (fig. 15).
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